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Ib english written task 1 examples

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Start your review of Curses, Soul Ties, and Binding &amp; Loosing (Booklet Book 5) Equiping The Saints!!! What a blessing from God Almighty Win Worley is for us. When true churches and the full counsel of God seem to have disappeared. God has been faithful and left this information
for his remnant. You will only find him if you seek Him with all your heart. God bless you, my brothers and sisters, time to sign up for service on the battlefield. May the Lord Jesus Christ speak with all of us in JESUS MIGHTY NAME Win Worley about the bonding and losing of the Spirit. This has proven to be very effective and it will work
for you as well. Please download Warfare Prayers here : and Soul Ties, Binding and Loosing here: use, distribute and share!!!! is our free AUDIO website for our main website at Michael Thierer, Pastor WRWPUBLICATIONS.COM is the official website for Pastor Win Worleye's books, brochures, audios and video. Win Worley was pastor
of the Hegewisch Baptist Church of Highland, Indiana, where she is still today. In the late 1960s, Pastor Win Worley, an ordinated Baptist minister, faced the armies of hell and the reality of demon spirits and our authority to drive them out. In 1970, these reports of the ejection of evil spirits in a church body ministry in the United States and
abroad began to spread to many countries. Pastor Worley began documenting his experiences and the knowledge he would gain so that this information could be used by the Body of Christ to wage effective war against Satan and his kingdom. What followed was the writing and publication of 14 books, 50 booklets and hundreds of hours
of audio and video lessons. Join our mailing list six times a year, Lake Hamilton Bible Camp publishes a newsletter titled Voices From His Excellent Glory. This magazine offers current articles for God's people. You can subscribe to our online version by entering your email address above. Site Help - LHBC Audio by Camp Meetings - Main
Menu Back to Delivery Guide - Main Menu How to Free Listen Online win Worley Free Audio Messages See also the media players listed at the bottom of this page Audio data are from older to newer. Example: 77 = 1977, etc. 1977 77LHCD6-4 – Win Worley - Deliverance 77LHCD6-7 – Win Worley - The Bread of the Children 1-of-2
77LHCD6-9 - Win Worley – The Bread of the Children 2-of-2 In the first part of 77LHCD6-9 buzz Milosh came and shared some writing, liberation songs. 77LHCD6-12 - Win Worley - JESUS AND THE This is absolutely the most compelling message most have ever heard about the last hours of our Lord Jesus' life. Bro. Worley goes into
every aspect of the passion in great detail, starting with pray with the disciples. There is much contained in his commentary about the involvement of satan and the hosts of hell. This message is full of food for thought and interesting insights. Win, for example, gives an interpretation of the garden experiment – let his cup go from me – that
you may never have heard of, but you will make it interesting and make you think. He makes several such points. Also the funny parts of this message are useful and informative. You will find that you want to hear this message over and over again! 77LHCD6-14.mp3 – Win Worley – SIN IN THE CAMP Amid the multitude of exhortations
in this message to focus on the Word of God is a call to the shepherds to be accountable in their position in office. One of the most withering things you can do to a demon is to say: I sit high in the heavens in Christ Jesus. The enemy is fully aware of the authority we have in the name of Jesus, as we obey Him. Brother Worley delivers
strong attacks against pride, sexual sins, and religious thugs – to name a few. Evil reproduces evil, but the Word of God brings forth all the counsel of God. If you are to be used effectively to free the prisoners, you must be prepared to confront and repent of sin in your own life and submit to the authority of God. 77LHCD6-16 - Win Worley
- Liberation and Prayers. Mass Deliverance message. 77LHCD6-17 – Win Worley – GOD'S ARMOUR This is a wonderful discussion about how the ejection of demons was such an important part of Jesus' work. Worley will convince you that Liberation is for everyone! Included is an excellent treatment of Eph 10:6, and how important it is
for you to be in the middle of the fight. We have no chance without the armor and, above all, the shield of faith to weed out every fiery dart of the enemy. The Faith Shield can strengthen any part of the armor. Win explains what to do when Satan raises your past and condemnation. Great advice to send these demons packing! 77LHCD12-
3 - Win Worley - Deliverance Ministry 77LHCD12-6 - Win Worley - Deliverance Ministry 77LHCD12-9 - Win Worley - LOOSING THE SPIRITS OF GOD In this doctrine, Win points out that all spirits are not demons. There are many spirits of and of God. He believes that learning how to lose the Spirit of God is the key to breakthrough—
bringing armies of heaven into the conflict we find ourselves in. We are admonished in 1 John to try the spirits to see if they are of God. Heb 1:7-14 He makes angels spirits ... to us. He points out that not all spirits of God are kind—like spirits of judgment, destruction, and Remember, we are talking about calling the armies of heaven to
fight on our behalf. We can call on God's Spirit, which is opposed to this, to displace evil For example, if you are dealing with a lying spirit, you lose a spirit of truth and bind the lying spirit. Win says that when we realize that we can do nothing, we will turn the tide—that we are dependent on God and call for reinforcement surge and learn
how to access what God has already accomplished. He lists the spirits of God for us. We can even lose them to ourselves. Examples: Spirits of Power, Love and Healthy Spirit, Wisdom, Praise, Joy, Understanding, Contrite, Right, Broken, Faithful, Humble, Excellent, Patient, Council, Power, Fear of the Lord, Willing, Adoration,
Acceleration, Adoption, Meekness, Silence, Service, Truth, Prophecy, and Revelation. This bonding and loss is not a quick fix. We still have to pray, study the word, go right and stop sinning. But that will put more help in our corner. We have to be doers. It doesn't work just because we know it. 77LHCD12-12A Win Worley -
FORGIVENESS - QUESTIONS &amp; ANSWERS ON DELIVERANCE 1-of-2 77LHCD12-12B Win Worley - FORGIVENESS - QUESTIONS &amp; ANSWERS ON DELIVERANCE 2-of-2 Win Worley's messages are always packed with practical information, but this one is really loaded! It is very good for experienced delivery workers and
for beginners. Worley goes into great detail about two important sources of bondage that will block your release. unforgivability and occultism. He says: Clear the underbrush!! The message contains an extraordinary explanation of why delivery is so important– not optional. The information contained in this message is absolutely
mandatory if you are serious about delivery. If you're trying to convince someone to read a book or hear news about liberation, just give them that set. End of the discussion. 1978 78LHCD6-9 Win Worley – FRUITS OF A CHRISTIAN LIFE (No cassette catalog description listed for any reason). 78LHCD6-13 Win Worley – STEPHEN THE
BROKEN ALABASTER BOX (For some reason no description of the cassette catalog file listed). 78LHCD12-6 – Win Worley – Good Soldiers Although Jesus defeated satan on the cross, the demons are still fighting! We must think about the devil being whipped and defeated! We must learn to be as stubborn against the enemies as we
are against us. If they harass you, they immediately harass you again. God needs an army of believers who are determined to obey Him, to believe in the authority that Jesus gave over demons, and to fight the good fight. To assert ourselves, we must stop being selfish and sissified. We need men filled with the spirit and power of Elijah to
bind themselves to the enemy, to realize that the war is not won by large masses of people, but by small groups and even individuals – people like Job, who said, Although it kills me, I will trust it. This is the group of people that the enemy cannot stop because their lives have already been forfeited in order to He calls us to endure hardship
as good soldiers of Jesus Christ. You don't have to be afraid of death, it's the door to heaven. You must learn to whip the enemy who lives on the inside of you. Some will say, Well, I prayed for liberation and they prayed, and it didn't work. There could be many reasons, but one is that God does not want you to be afraid of a demon
walking on earth. He wants you to be able to whip them inward when they are in their strongest position. Then you will never fear them when they come back and attack you from the outside, because they are infinitely weaker when they do. They are much stronger when they are inside than when they are outside. Win testifies that there
are 3 people in his church who are free of schizophrenia. He says that it is worth being in the office of liberation on its own. Win dissects the profile of Lucifer in Ezekiel 28 and addresses the various attributes of how we can be stumbled upon good soldiers on our journey. Our only ambition should be to be like Jesus. At the end of this
message, a call to salvation is given. 78LHCD12-8 – Win Worley – Our Great High Priest During the message, this legendary minister of liberation articulates his fidelity and dependence on the Lord Jesus Christ. Citing Hebrews 4:14-16, whom Jesus identifies, not only as our high priest, but as the only one to whom we can give grace and
grace in times of need. For we do not have a high priest who is unable to understand and sympathize and have a common sense of our weaknesses and weaknesses and liability for the attacks of temptation, but one who has been tried in every way as we are, but without sinning. [Ampl] Satan will strengthen their whining, compassionate
party and complain that no one understands my particular problems. Anyone can be released if they work with the liberation workers and the Holy Ghost. On the other hand, Liberation is a team effort. There are no stars except Jesus! In verse 14 we are told to hold on. Win warns you not to be chased by the devil. We have a high priest
who went to heaven to ascend the throne of God, the seat of power. If God had not given us the power to overcome the principalities and powers, He would never have brought us into conflict with them. We are told: Stop being afraid of the fight! When you command a particularly stubborn demon, draw his attention to it and remind him
that you are sitting with Christ in heavenly places and the demon who tells you and the authority in which you work over satan. Jesus is considered the Prayer warrior identified that there has ever been, and he continues in this ability to live always to intercess for us. An interesting comment was about praying in tongues. We tend to pray
soulful prayers, but when we pray in tongues, the Holy Spirit corrects our prayers and raises them with the will of God. An additional bonus comes when the Holy Spirit turns the search light on our hearts to correct the problems that might cause us to pray incorrectly, i.e. criticism, judgment, etc. We are reminded to hide the word in our
hearts to give much to the Holy Ghost from whom he can feed. Three characteristics listed: 1) God is reasonable — the devil unreasonable; 2) God leads - the devil pushes; 3) Holy Spirit convicted - the devil gnaws. This message contains too many useful instructions to include in this summary. Suffice it to say that it is worth listening. The
last 15 minutes are anointed praise and adoration. 78LHCD12-14 - Win Worley - CURSES Why do we have to break curses? Because they keep demons in us! Breaking curses destroys legal ground. Win takes a look at some of the curses that are common to the believer and that make you say, Why wouldn't I have seen this years ago!
What a difference it would have made! Worley was indeed gifted at arming Christians to blow away the enemy. How can you fight on the ground when the war is in the heavens? The demons cannot be crucified— they must be cast out. There is always a reason why it does not waver and the answer is found in the Word of God. We have
to dig it out, find the key. 78LHCD12-16 – Win Worley – TRANSFERRING OF SPIRITS If our eyes were fully open to see the ghost world around us, it would probably scare the daylight of us! This happens to the alcoholic, when they are in DDs, they actually see the spirit world with an unprotected mind. It may be enough to drive you
crazy. Drugs, especially the hallucinogenic ones, do the same. The Spirit, under the blood, is able to see into the spirit world without being unhindered. But even then you have to be careful, because you can easily be caught up with the idea of seeing ghosts and the next thing you know you're fascinated by, drop your caution and
protection and get spun out of shape. Word to the Wise Men – when you fast, you stone doors to the spirit world, both from God and from the enemy. Try the spirit carefully. No one is immune to deception. This does not mean that you live in fear and panic. Num 13 is given as one of the examples where spirits are transferred. Win gives
numerous practical suggestions to help the believer to go to victory and does a good job of exposing religious facades that the so skilfully trying to stumble with us. If you serve God only in your free time? the devil will make sure you don't have one! 1979 79LHCD6-6 Win Worley – Where Is The Lord God Of Elijah. Win emphasizes that we
must understand that the Lord God elijas elijas for the Elishas. God moves wherever He can find people who do what He says. Where are the Elisha—those who will gather up and carry on after other mighty anointed saints have been with the Lord? You also have to be willing to count the costs before you set out – especially when it
comes to the Liberation Office. The summary of this message will be written in 2020 because it has never done one before. It is astonishing that so much of what he tells, what happened in 1979, is what is happening in the world today – only much, much worse! But God is still on the throne and continues to free his people from demonic
stranglehold. This message mentions certain dated prophecies. Although many never came to pass, it confirms that God does not usher in His judgments without first speaking through His prophets. He is always looking for repentance, not judgment, and God's people can and have often prolonged or distracted judgment by repenting.
God continues to honor His word in 2 Chronicles 7:14. There is still a lot to do in the prayer cupboard! Throughout the message, he weaves strategies for victory over the devil through this message, i.e. what is occult, liberation as a necessary part of the ecclesial program, because it sets the men in motion. What a glorious body of
believers it would be in a church where the enemy has no friends! 79LHCD6-10 – Win Worley – RECOGNIZING DEMONS This message begins with a description of the nature and functioning of demon spirits so that we can easily identify them. Win says demons are personalities without bodies and they want to use yours and mine.
Demons are stubborn, recurrent and dominant. They drive, harass and torment. They manifest themselves as anger, pride, fear, jealousy or self-pity and are often seen as we are. In reality, they are demon spirits – admitted for intergenerational curses. If the curse is broken, they can be ejected. Often win zeros in on men and this
message leaves no exception. He talks about the damage done to our men – and says that if we repaired them, our family, our churches, and our country would follow. He says that our men were misinformed about emotions – for example, that real men do not cry or love each other, leading to a generational decline in the male ability to
give or receive love. He says because fathers have done the damage, it will take fathers or fathers pictures to break it. The Office of Liberation concludes this message. 79LHCD6-14 - Win Worley - SOUL TIES Medley of 6 /chorus/songs) Win begins by telling us that there is such a thing as a connection between people's souls. Soul ties
can act in a similar way to curses and prevent people from becoming free from demonic forces. He mentions references that give you the background of the a soul tie as in I Samuel 18:1-5. A soul bond was made between David and Jonathan. Good soul bonds strengthen and upendable and bad are bondage. He says that he will speak
first and foremost about the bad ones in this doctrine. There may even be soul bonds with Lucifer. Soul bonds are established with close relationships and Win gives examples of good and evil. Any relationship that causes an interplay of your mind, your will and your emotion with another person will develop a very tangible and immaterial
soul bond and it will remain in place long after you forget it. A soul bandage acts like an umbilical cord that binds into your mind. Distance has no influence on spiritual matters. The occult will seduce you into passivity. It gives very explicit explanations of passivity. And he recommends Evan Robert's book War on the Saints from the Welch
Revival, which explores religious passivity. But remember that God has built in assurances for his people. For example, a check in your spirit when you are born again. Let God develop it. Other protective measures include the Word of God, the Holy Spirit, and direct prayer. There are 3 things to warn about here; Beware of those who
demand your mind and will to be brought into total submission to them or any group. Beware of those who try to control all the details of people's private lives. Beware of those who teach that the leader alone can hear the voice of God. Finally, Win speaks of a group renunciation of certain soul bonds repeated by the Church, and advises
everyone to continue to break soul bonds as you are reminded of them. This teaching is very informative. 79LHCD6-19 Win Worley - Forgiveness - The Occult - Prayers of Deliverance In this message, Win focuses on 2 areas that are open doors for demons. First he talks about the need to forgive and then keep short accounts. He notes
that those closest to us are most likely to hurt or disappoint us, i.e. parents, children, siblings, spouses, ex-spouses, pastors, teachers, etc. If we keep unforgivable, God will not forgive us AND because we are in rebellion, demonic powers have the right to torment us. We have given them the right. (Mt 18) It is imperative that we repent,
get rid of the tormentors and close all doors and keep them closed. Win then leads the congregation through prayers of forgiveness as a prerequisite for later prayers of liberation. (We ask you to join in if you listen) In the next part of the lesson, we learn how serious all encounters with the occult Like magic, drugs, crystal balls, tea leaves,
astrology, zodiac, hypnosis, ESP, Italian horn, hexagrams, Freemasonry, Mormons, Jehovah's Witnesses, etc. Win points out that yoga positions, karate and kung fu are all spirit and body openers for demonic spirits. This is idolatry - turning to another God brings curses to the 3rd and 4th generation. Then he leads the congregation
through prayers to break these curses, renounce demonic works, and close doors. After all legal reasons have been destroyed, the demons can be ejected. The Office of Liberation follows this doctrine. 1980 80LHCD5-3A Win Worley – THE GREAT FALLACY 1-of-2 80LHCD5-3B Win Worley – THE GREAT FALLACY 2-of-2 Win refutes
the doctrine that a Christian cannot have a demon. There was a misunderstanding of redemption. Our minds cannot be touched by demons after we have been saved because we are sealed until the day of redemption. (Eph. 1:13-14, 4:30). However, our bodies and souls can still be haunted by demons even after rebirth. He talks about
five so-called infallible arguments that prove that Christians cannot have demons. There are many scriptures to refute these arguments. With his tongue in his cheek, he makes the infallible arguments: 1. A Christian is the temple of the Holy Spirit, and there is no way that the Holy Spirit can live side by side with a demon. It's just the flesh!
And why should Paul warn the faithful in Corinth not to receive another spirit if this were not possible? (II Cor 11:4). 2. Jesus was revealed to destroy the works of the devil, and all things have happened. 3) Romans 6 &amp; 7 describe a battle between flesh and spirit, not with evil. But the demons romp in the flesh. For example, Paul was
bleached in the flesh by a messenger of satan. (Well, maybe he wasn't saved). 4. According to Col. 1:13 and 2:1-3, Christians are freed from the power of satan. Of course, this is true, but it does not happen automatically. Why else are Christians not perfect? 5) A Christian has protection. (The armor described in Eph. 6:1) But this armor
is designed only for dealing with the enemies from outside. Why? For the biblical way to deal with enemies inside is to cast them out in the name of Jesus. He has given us, as creditors, the authority to use his name. 80LHCD5-6A - Win Worley - Hindrances to God's Choice Blessings - PART-1 80LHCD5-6B - Win Worley - Hindrances to
God's Choice Blessings - PART-2 ((This message was called God of new beginnings online. However, I noticed on Glen Miller's rollband Master years later for this audio number it was originally called as above. So it changed here online. Two main areas that block God's best blessing and allow the devil to slow or stop it are
unforgivability and occultism. Forgiveness is not voluntary, but necessary, and a matter of will, not of emotion. (Mt 6,12,14,15 &amp; Luke 11:4). Bitterness and resentment are close unforgivable. These three spirits open the door to ghosts of arthritis and cancer. Any involvement in the occult becomes in Deut. 18:9-14. The Occult is an
illegitimate channel for Power and knowledge that represents spiritual adultery. A person may be intentionally, unknowingly or involved with the occult by inheritance (see e.B. Deut. 5:9). Pastor Worley tells how pierced earrings, tattoos and vile objects (star signs, Mexican sun gods, owls, etc.) can cause occult bondage. Win tells how
Charles Manson leaves his prison cell through astral projection (soul journey) and places ghosts like violence, hatred and murder in Christians who had to do with rock music, alcohol and drugs. Win leads the church through prayers of forgiveness, confession, and renunciation to destroy Satan's legal foundation. Then he to drive out
different ghost families. Excellent message! [Demons wept with loud voices and came from believers throughout the building]. This message contains information about: Soul Gang, ankh, Italian horn, images and artifacts from the Orient and Mexico, TM, yoga, mind control, incense, incense burners, cuckoo clocks, acupuncture (Chinese
witchcraft), martial arts, rock music (some spirits have the same name of rock artists, Eastern religions. 80LHCD5-9 Win Worley – SATAN'S GROUND – MASS DELIVERANCE , although satan is certainly unlimited — its power is not unlimited . We must recognize that it can be defeated, but we must take certain steps ourselves to protect
ourselves. When we play the fool, it is not God's fault that we fall into a trap. I would like to give you a few things tonight about what gives the demons cause to attack you. Because really, if you don't know why the demons are attacking you, you might have open doors, and they'll just keep raving about you and you won't know why. Win
talks about the areas of unforgivability and the occult. Then he breaks curses, leads prayers of renunciation and forgiveness, and then binds and expels numerous spirits. Curses open the door to demons. However, we can break curses (Gal. 3:13; Col. 2:13-15) in the authority and name of Jesus Christ. CURSES OF ILLEGITIMACY –
Deut. 23:2 – Note that this curse runs for ten generations. We call it running in the family, or is familiar to a family. How does any of us know what has happened among our ancestors in the last four hundred years? Think about it for a few moments. I believe that we are all working under this curse. We have to go back 11 generations to
break them. Beware of hanging curses on your children. How many times have we told children things like shame about you or you bad boy. That will get in their heads or tell them they are dumb, etc. The enemy uses such things. 80LHCD5-10 - Win Worley - WHY SHOULD I BE ABOUT SATANS Know? Last night I ran into a ghost that
fell into battle. I had experienced this before, and it was a spirit that fell out of the heavens. The Holy Spirit warned me that this thing had just come in. I said, You came out of heaven? He said, NO! I said: will this answer be in judgment? He said yes. Finally, he said to me, I came out of the pit. I am on a secret mission. I said: will this
answer be in judgment? He said, Yes, it will. Editor's note: The night before, the first spirit that manifested itself in the young man was a spirit that kept screaming, I am the greatest! He had freed himself from a group that described itself as in The Walk, and committed himself to prophecy, etc. The spirit that Bro. Worley, referring to the
above, was a different spirit that manifested itself in the same person. He was stubborn and belligerent and didn't want to say anything about the secret mission he was on. Perhaps the hour is much later than any of us have ever considered. Look in Revelation 11:7, 17:8, and 9:1-11 to see what is coming out of the pit. Win states there
are several reasons we should know about demons. First of all, it will cause us to appreciate the Light, the Lord Jesus Christ, more. It will lead us to be better Christians, to lead us to prayer, to improve true worship and to motivate us to study the Bible. Above all, it will cause us not to place trust in anyone, preacher or human being. This
brings a curse, if you lean on the arm of the flesh, God puts a curse on us. If we are soldiers – if we have our armor on, why shouldn't we know about our enemy and how it works. 80LHCD5-11 - Win Worley - THE DELIVERERS CODE In this message, Win discusses several delivery issues. For example, who is this spirit of Leviathan?
(Studying The Scriptures) Did you know that Leviathan is associated with the blockade of Bible study, prayer, and true worship? This spirit is also associated with learning difficulties in children. Win also told a shocked crowd that Rosemary's baby is not a myth. Women are known to copulate with Satan or a demon and then comprehend
and give birth to a child. (Gen. 6:1,2) Win told of a couple who prayed and fasted for a young woman who was involved in a satanic cult and was under bondage and seemed unable to receive salvation. She had a mighty bride of Satan's spirit who would not leave. They discovered that it occurred when the girl was ritually offered to Satan
as a bride. Such women can imagine a demonic child. These babies are usually idiots who are offered as sacrifices to satan. Jesus came to free the prisoners! 1982 – Win Worley - OPEN DOORS FOR DEMONS Throughout Bro. Worley's teaching during this camp he repeated the idea that we should not be fooled into thinking that we



are all at the mercy of us. No one has arrived yet! We must remain open to new things that are of God. When mass liberation is offered, everyone should God has for you in this moment. Various and different doors that need to be examined and checked are: white witchcraft, crystal balls, hypnosis, ESP, floating, charm, Rubik's cube
(double pyramid), biorhythm, dungeons and dragons, pierced earrings (represents mutilation of the body and refers in scripture to slavery, harlotrie and demon worship), tattoos, Jean Dixon – to name a few. We are not only dealing with the devil in general– it is the demons in particular. Remember satan comes to steal, kill and destroy,
but Jesus came to give us life. Liberation belongs to the Lord. (mass delivery at the end). 82LHCD4-2 Win Worley – WHEN THERE WAS NONE TO DELIVER – THE FRAGMENTED SOUL Through the Scriptures we was told to love and serve the Lord with all the soul. How do we do that? With our minds, will and emotions that make up
the soul. Now satan has crippled men and God is robbed of our love. No one loves the Lord with all their souls. What happened to our souls? Search in the font. For example, adultery destroys souls (Pros 6:32-33); Souls are infiltrated or destroyed by words (Acts 15:24); Souls can be deceived (II Pet. 2:14); other souls can be taught to
you (I Thes. 2:8); the Lord restores our souls (Ps. 23:3). Ask the Lord to show you more. 82LHCD4-4 – Win Worley – SCRIBES &amp; PHARISEES This doctrine is based on Matt 23. Can you recognize religious spirits? 1) Religious slavery – binds people under heavy burdens. 2) Religious fronts and facades. 3) Religious pride and
ambition. 4) Religious spirits keep us from being a servant. 5) Religious spirits who put prayer on parade. 6) Religious spirits proselytized. 7) Religious spirits that make people lie for the sake of religion. 8) Religious deception. Mass delivery at the end. 1983 83LHCD5-1 – Win Worley – SINS OF THE FATHERS The importance of a good
heritage is something you can't buy anywhere, and it's important. Z.02.20:5-6 ... For I, the Lord, am a jealous God who visits the iniquity of the fathers in the children of the 3rd and 4th generation of those who hate me ... Ex. 34: 6 &amp; 7 ... Mercy for thousands, forgive injustice and transgression and sin, and this will in no way clear the
guilty; to visit the injustice of fathers in the children. We say that we are not exempt from the law, but freed from it ... No! In Gal. 3:13:Christ redeemed us that the CURSE OF THE LAW was made a curse for us; for it is written, Cursed is every one that hangs on a tree. There is a difference other than being liberated from the law– that is
perfect, and from the curse of the law. Many others are given. These are given to show us that many difficulties can come from sin and transgressions of our fathers or even up to ten generations. Nehemiah and Daniel did this and others. Many liberation are given on this message. 83LHCD5-4 – Win Worley – THE LEGALITY OF SATAN
This message is a mass liberation after Bro. Worley teaches about the various aspects of liberation. No liberation is easy, the devil must be thrown out in the name of Jesus. He must be forced to leave, and in order to be forced to leave, you must exercise superior power on him. If the demon has legal foundations or legal limits, no prayer,
fasting, or anything else will drive him out. He has a legal right to be there. Repentance is the key to losing these bands of darkness. If you have unforgivability, go hand in hand with resentment and bitterness. Demons cried, and the spirit of Abaddon manifested itself in this ministry. 83LHCD5-7 – Win Worley – THE HARLOT CHURCH
This message takes up a tirade against the mystery of Babylon, the mother of and abominations of the earth. His text comes from Revelation 2:1-23 and Revelation 17:1-16. Jesus comes to the church in Thyatira as the Son of God, comes in judgment (feet of brass) and sees through all appearance [eyes like a flame]. Spiritual adultery is
to come and worship other gods, to weave the occult with the truth, and that is exactly what is happening today in the new movement of the ages. Mass liberation in the end on idolatry. 83LHCD5-10 - Win Worley - BINDING &amp; LOOSING (One of his best messages!) Believers must learn to use the power that comes down upon us to
bind and lose. Bind the enemy, and loose angels to work for you. This step of God in the bond and loss comes, so to speak, through the LITTLE PEOPLE and not through large name ministries. IT'S FOR YOU! We never pray to angels and do not worship them .. but Jesus will send them to us, and they will work for us. Just ask him. Ends
in the mass liberation of sexual demons, abortion, occultism, etc. Very powerful! 1984 84LHCD8-7 - Win Worley - YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YET! Believe it or not, we don't yet know everything there is to know about liberation! There is a great wave of deliverance that still comes forth in the body of Christ. God has a wise purpose by
allowing us to go the long way to develop our spiritual muscles. He wants us to have a thorough understanding of the spirit world, how powerful it is, that we do not underestimate the enemy. We learn very well what we have in front of us, and God shows that His power, the weapons of our warfare, is infinitely superior in every way. There
are good, down-to-earth instructions on how to come and get with it. The liberation saculc fell on a large group of teenagers who were here to receive the convention and the power of God, was really in the which they experienced in this service. Listen to it for yourself and receive liberation in your own home or prayer group. 84LHCD8-8 -
Win Worley - KEYS TO GODS GODS Ps. 110:2: The Lord will send the rod of your strength from Zion: Sfight in the midst of your enemies. We are the people who are to rule in the midst of our enemies! We become a prepared people, endowed with the rod of His strength, which includes our experience of ejecting evil spirits and what the
Lord teaches us through His Word and His anointed servants. As we receive more and more liberation, we will be better able to stand up to the onset of Satan's attacks and attacks. It is not a great company that the Lord prepares, but it is those who will give everything to serve Jesus. We need the service of the spirits of God in our lives to
open our understanding so that we can receive what God is preparing us for. We would highly recommend this message to pastors and those in charge in the Church.  84LHCD8-10 – Win Worley – DON'T DOCTOR THE WATER This message could be described as if you were one of Bro. Listen to Worley's books! Many illustrations from
his personal experiences give us a lot of insight, teaching and encouragement. Remember, there are very few victims in basic education, but in the actual war there are often many victims. And we are in active warfare. Beware that you do not become a tragedy. God is looking for men and women who will last! The mass liberation takes
place with many help. 84LHCD8-11 - Victory Worley – HOGS VS. HEAVEN The text for this message revolves around the Gadarene demon. He uses it to illustrate much of the activity that is going on in our lives today. When heaven landed on these shores, the demon reached out to God and his life was changed forever! And Heaven
still lands on the shores of our lives and brings this turn if we only reach for it. A tremendous word for the young and those who are really looking for more of God. And for you who bring forth the word of the Lord by teaching and preaching, do not despise the small crowds. The two most important sermons of Jesus were preached to only
one person – Nicodemus and Mary Magdalene. The office of deliverance takes place for the sins of the fathers.  Site Help - Back to Deliverance Manual - Main Menu How to Free Listen online LHBC Audio by Camp Meetings - New Please prayerfully do for this free audio service. Lake Hamilton Bible Camp (LHBC) is a registered non-
profit company. Our 501-C ID is 23-7394399. We are located in Hot Springs, Arkansas. See donation link on the homepage. Thank you very much! You!
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